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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10093-10033
CITY

C/FE 8

(PRE-TEMPORARY SLOT AT 0700 16 OCT 63)

ADDP, C/C, G/F 2, G/35, RF RH

C C/F E 1/601962

PRIORITY DIP CITE NEXT 6590

HOBIRD LOCARVEST KAPPA

I. SANSSED MET STGOAL 1 BUT DUE STGOAL 1'S VERY CROWDED SCHEDULE, THERE NO OPPORTUNITY TO CACH OPERATIONAL RATIONALS. STGOAL CORDIAL AND WILLING CHAT ABOUT MAINLAND SITUATION. APPEARED HONESTLY UNHAPPY DISCUSSIONS CONSTANTLY INTERRUPTED BY OTHER IUA MEMBERS. STGOAL 1 AND REST OF DELEGATION STAYING AT NOHA ADDRESS. ENTIRE PARTY SCHEDULED LEAVE NEXT 0100 HOURS 10 OCT FOR RIO. BASED STFADELESS 60 LARSON.

II. SANSSED OBSERVATIONS. WE SAY NO BASE FOR CONQUIRANT PITCH

III. POSSIBLY,

IV. RIGHT IS EXTENDED FROM STGOAL.